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Abstract of lecture:

Military Nanotechnology and Preventive Arms Control
Expecting revolutionary changes in many areas, many countries and the EU have made
Nanotechnology (NT) a major focus of research and development (R&D). Most programmes
are directed to civilian applications – however, there are also military R&D. In particular, the
U.S. National Nanotechnology Initiative spends more than ¼ for military work. While
technology assessment for civilian NT is beginning, military uses are up to now largely
ignored. In 10-20 years, these uses may include much faster but much smaller computers,
miniature sensors, lighter and stronger materials in vehicles and weapons, autonomous
systems of many sizes.
For judging potential new military technologies from a viewpoint of international security (as
opposed to a narrow concept of national security through military strength), one can consider
the criteria of dangers to arms control and the international law of warfare, dangers for
stability (military situation, arms race, proliferation) and dangers for humans, society, and the
environment.
Some potential military NT applications (e.g. computers) will be so close to civilian uses that
limits are impractical. Others (e.g. sensors for biological-warfare agents) could contribute to
better protection against terrorist attacks or to better verification of compliance with armscontrol treaties. However, there are several potential uses that raise strong concerns: new
chemical or biological warfare agents, autonomous fighting systems (land, water, air, outer
space), mini/micro robots, body manipulation including implants. (Molecular NT – universal
molecular assemblers and self-replicating nanorobots – would entail much higher dangers
mainly by a race in autonomous military production and pressures for pre-emptive attack.)
Containing such dangers, including avoidance of a technological arms race between partners,
needs preventive arms control – general as well as specific rules with adequate verification of
compliance. Europe may be in a good position to involve the USA and its potential opponents
(Russia, China, maybe some threshold countries) into discussions about such limitations.
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